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EASTERN EDUCATION JOURNAL
Vol. 9, No. I

The Eastern Education Journal seeks to present competent discussions of
contemporary issues in education and toward this end generally publishes articles
written by persons active in the profession of education who have developed degrees
of expertise through preparation and experience in the field.
We are currently soliciting articles. All varieties of manuscript will be accepted.
Research summaries, program descriptions, and book reviews are considered worthy;
the Editorial Board, however, will give priority to original points of view and strong
personal position papers. Controversy is welcome and the editors hope to present a
balance of pro and con articles on current issues in education. Manuscripts must be
submitted to the Editor, Ronald Leathers, School of Education, Eastern lllinois
University.

1. Manuscript size should be limited to 3,000
words or less; it should be typed,
double spaced, on 8½ by 11 paper. Footnotes should be kept to a minimum, and all
footnotes and references must appear at the end of the article.

2. The original and three legible copies arc required; articles accepted for publication
are read and approved by a minimum of three members of the Editorial Board.

3. Each manuscript submitted should be accompanied by an identification cover sheet
containing the following current information about each author:
a. Name and official title
b. Institutional affiliation
c. Address, including zip code
d. A statement whether or not the article has been previously published or is under
consideration by another publication.
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SCHOOL - UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIPS:
STRENGTHENING TEACHER EDUCATION
SUSAN K. BENTZ

The following article is the text of the

teacher education programs, and the concern

keynote address delivered at the annual
meeting of the Illinois Association of
Teacher Educators, Eastern Illinois
University, October 4, 1975. Bentz'
comments and suggested guidelines for
public school-university partnerships speak
directly to a topic that is of current concern
in teacher training.

over the number of teacher candidates
graduating from our colleges and
universities, that we have an unusually
singular time to focus on improving the

quality of our teacher education programs
and improving on particular aspects of such

programs. The theme of your conference is
"Cooperative Efforts in Teacher Education."
Let

All of us have been examining and
criticizing

specific

aspects

of

teacher

education-and sometimes the whole of

it-and perhaps have lost sight of how much
we really can do and accomplish working

me

report

to

you from

a state

perspective what I see happening.
In the fall of 1973, my office undertook
the prodigious ( and I sometimes think
frightening) task of evaluating teacher
education programs in accordance with new

within the system. Creative minds and hard

standards adopted by the State Teacher

work can overcome any obstacle. Even the

Certification Board and the then
Superintendent of Public Instruction. Some

ones institutions of higher education see
emanating from my office.

Education today-at all levels-finds itself

of the standards promulgated at that time
were met with expressions of dismay. Some,

confronted with a myriad of perceived

I suppose, still are. But we required, among

problems: unmet funding needs; demands
for accountability; accreditation-reporting
demands; parent demands; student demands;
declining enrollments; and, somewhere in
the list, a genuine need to continually work
to improve the educational program.
The tendency for some is to pull back
and retrench-even though we would rather
move ahead. May I suggest that
notwithstanding the problems of declining

others three
designed to:

enrollment, contraction rather expansion of

(3)

important

standards

1 ~ Develop teacher education programs
in response to public school needs.

2. Involve public school personnel in
the development and evaluation of the
university teacher education program:
and
3. Involve

university personnel in

public school programs.
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I am pleased to report that significant
progress has been demonstrated in each of
these three areas. These School-University
Partnerships have strengthened teacher
education. We have now reviewed almost
half of Illinois' 61 teacher education
institutions and significant steps have been
taken. Our big year, by the way, is 1976-77
when we examine the University of Illinois,
Eastern, and Northern.
In our reviews, we found that higher
education and the schools were too often
characterized by their separateness and
self-containment than by their cooperation
and mutual inter-relatedness.
Too often the K-12 schools were seen
only as a data source for higher education.
And higher education was seen as a remote
arena "'theoretically" removed from public
schools. However, we have operating some
exciting arenas of cooperation reporting
success and direct value to each educational
system, both hlgher education and the
schools.
Current cooperative ventures between the
K-12 schools and higher education are best
found in teacher education, historically the
most visible area of cooperation. These
include:
-Increasing clinical experience and
utilize public schools as university
laboratories. (planned and required early
clinical experience)
-CTEP involving shared resources of
public schools and higher education
-Teaching Centers - Title Ill project
-NSF funded - LEAs and SIU
--Cifted Area Centers
-Chicago Magnet Schools - Disney,
Northwestern
--{;linical tutorial program, all are
examples of cooperation

While much of the overt forms of
cooperation are seen in clinical
experiences-other forms can be found in:
Page 6

-joint staff assignments in an
elementary or secondary school and a
university-involving the practitioner as
an expert in teaching effective theories.
-Several institutions have turned their
focus to "public service"-and university
personnel have begun to increasingly
participate in public school programs.
-other institutions have joined
university personnel with K-12 personnel
in developing and evaluating teacher
education programs.
To highlight some others, let me
briefly review what is going on in:

READING
I. Northern Illinois University - Rockford
School District 205 - This is a focus on
reading in which the university faculty
demonstrate lessons and design reading
courses for the school district.

2. 'Southern Illinois University.
Carbondale - J.L. Buford Elementary
School in Mt. Vernon - This is a
continuous teacher training program
which utilitizes university faculty and
student teachers in reading programs at
Buford School. Locally supported.

ENGLISH
University of Illinois - Township High
School District 214 - The College of
Education faculty and student teachers
participate in this continuing cooperative
program.
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
I. University of Illinois
Martin
Luther King Elementary School, Urbana This program incorporates the sharing of
staff, research data and resource materials
in a multicultural and multilingual
program.

2. Southern Illinois University,
Edwardsville School
Edwardsville
District 7 - This cooperative arrangement
allows secondary schools to progress
through a continuous and well-articulated
eight (8) year sequence of foreign
languages which hopefully leads to a
career in foreign languages,

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
I. Illinois State University
(Elementary College of Education) Joliet School District 86 - Seminars,
inservice training and student teaching
opportunities are included in this
cooperative program.
2. Western Illinois University (College
of Phyiscal Education) - Canton Public
Schools 66 - Graduate students in
physical education offer various types of
program assistance to the teachers and
administrators in the Canton Elementary
Schools.

CONSUMER EDUCATION
University of Illinois - Chicago Board
of Education - University faculty offers
courses in consumer education to
teachers and administrators in the
Chicago City School system as well as
those school staff members in suburban
areas. Courses can be audited, taken for
credit or taken for graduate credit.
Participants generally become
cooperating teachers.
Let me turn now to some thoughts on
how "Partnerships" can be built. We have
reviewed how some examples work-but
how can partnerships be created to serve the
best interests of both partners? I would like
to make some suggestions:

1. Every university has the advantage
of a community close at hand,
Often-there are several Both the K-12
schools and the universities should plan
and implement the involvement of the
other on a regular, sustained basis,
Schools aren't just sites for student
teachers-they are the real laboratories
and eventual employers where students
test the theoretical bases learned at the
university. Nothing succeeds like the
personal contact of Deans, Directors of
Student Teaching and District
Superintendents and Teachers.
2. Each partner-the schools and the
university-must decide not only what
can we do for the other, but also "what
is it we need help on?" Each system
exists to serve the other, and yet we too
often fail to understand that
interdependent factor.
3. Partnerships can't be so general or
diverse as to dilute the effectiveness.
Identify the resources, pool the strengths
and concentrate on what can best come
of such energy.
4. Partnership means some basic
equality, ·one partner exclusively
controlling an enterprise will cause any
partnership to fail. To successfully
cooperate as partners means giving up
some controls.
5. If it doesn't work-get out. Nothing
in education is worse than claims of
partnership and cooperation where none
exists. Try a new approach or better
yet-a new partner.

The ever elusive goal of creating
partnerships between elementary and
secondary schools and higher education can,
with cooperative efforts, sharpen the focus
of the teacher needs of public schools,
develop programs, strategies and structures
to meet those needs, and better equip our
Page 7

training institutions to deliver the services
they so readily possess.
Present conditions in Illinois in teacher
education can assist in moving toward that
goal. For the first time, we are seeing fewer
students graduate and obtain certification:
-about 5,000 in Elementary education
last year
-and about 6,000 in Secondary
education. Institutions are focusing on
concentrating their resources in certain
programs. The Board of Higher Education
urges public service and cooperation with
public schools. The new Joint Education
Committee (3 members each of the Board of
Higher Education and State Board of
Education) exists to develop policy on
mutual concerns. one area of which is
teacher education.
It can be an exciting time for us today to
blend the best of both partners on the
common interest and task of better
preparing teachers. It probably won't cost
more money-but I guarantee it will cost
more in terms of cooperation and openness,
The potential dividends, though, somehow
seem worth it.
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ORGANIZED MANAGEMENT - AN EXECUTIVE TOOL
HARRY MERIGIS
and
EARLE BREWER
Performance oriented administration - "if
( a competent school administrator) possesses
management skills coupled with a creative
an~ systematic approach to problem solving,
he ts well along the road toward operation of
a good school system." The authors present
a systematic approach to functions of
management, a thought-provoking and
potentially helpful prescription for
administrators in complex modern school
systems.

The need to understand the many new
tools of management, and the many new
techniques of management is as important to
those in the public sector - the local school
systems of America - as it is to the private
sector · business enterprises. Management
has to give direction to the institution it
manages. It has to think through the
institution's mission, set its objectives, and
organize resources to achieve the desired
results. Management, in fact, is responsible
for directing vision and resources to insure
the greatest results and the greatest
contributions from the institution.
Management cannot truly be defined or
totally understood, needless to mention
practiced, except in terms of performance
dimensions and the impact of performance
requirements on it.
Management is really an integral part of
an institution- whether in the private sector
or the public sector - which in turn is an
integral part of society whose sole function
is to make specific contributions and
thereby discharge its social function,

Thus, management, being performance
oriented, must be defined for operational
purposes in terms of its tasks. There are
essentially three tasks that must be
performed to permit an institution to
discharge its function and make its
contribution:
I. Direct all efforts and energy toward
the purpose and mission of the institution
and optimize the yield from all resources.
2. Make work productive and the
worker achievement oriented.
3. Manage appropriately the social
impacts and social responsibilities of the
institution.
Without an understanding of the mission.
objectives, and the strategy of the
institution, management cannot manage thL~
managers, organizations cannot be
developed, and management cannot be
productive, In these days of increasing!)
complex school administration, pressured b\
ever shrinking funds, the absolute need 1u:
effective management is greater than bcfor~'
Management, as used in this article. me~111~
the function of planning, organizing.
coordinating, directing and controlling all
energies and resources toward the mission of
the institution. It is thus management's
responsibility to bring human resourc~s.
money, and materials into functional
alignment in order to effectively meet the
objectives and mission of the institution.
Planning is a creative process. It is the
instrument that serves to guide tlll'
institution in the present and into tllL'
future, Its thrust is to meet and accomplish
the
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institutional objectives - objectives which
provide direction - not commands, but
commitment. Objectives do not determine
the future; they are simply the vehicle to
mobilize the resources and energies of the
institution for the making of the future.
Planning can be no better than the objectives
it seeks to achieve. A basic characteristic ofa
plan is that it is capable of accomplishing the
planning objective. The plan must be simple
yet comprehensive. The plan must provide a
concept that subordinates can easily grasp
and place in the context of the overall
scheme of things. Additionally, it must be
specific in pointing out the extent and
direction of the role to be played by
subordinates. Lacking either of these
qualities, the plan will lose its effectiveness,
and the other functions of management will
be very difficult to implement. Too detailed
a plan will lessen the initiative of
subordinates and reduce flexibility, while
too vague a plan will lead to confusion.
Organizing is the process of establishing
relationships between functions, material
and people joined together for common
purpose - in a public school system the
common purpose is the instruction of
students. Organizing involves three
fundamental steps: determining and defining
the task, establishing the structure, and
allocating available resources.
Coordinating is frequently defined as the
integration of all efforts and details
necessary to attain an objective. Such
integration is achieved primarily through
consultation with subordinates, superiors,
and others concerned with a particular
function to secure their cooperation. The
astute manager will realize that coordination
is one of the broadest management functions
and it occurs concurrently and in close
as,;ociation with all other functions.
Although coordinating is the
responsibility of all administrative personnel,
overall responsibility must rest with the
chief administrator. It is true that all of the
elements of an organization must operate
efficiently and effectively within themselves,
but it is seldom sufficient to accomplish the
Page I 0

total objective of the school system. It is the
responsibility of the chief administrator to
develop guidelines for coordination and
develop the necessary teamwork to insure
that all actions are consistent with
movement toward the common objective.
Such coordination consists of the efforts of
many individuals, each coordinating
activities within their sphere of
responsibility, but overall coordination must
remain the responsibility of the chief
administrator.
The overriding goal of coordination is the
accomplishment of the objectives of the
school system. Essential to this process is the
achievement of harmonious group effort,
individuals willingly and effectively working
in concert toward a common objective. The
wise administrator understands and
appreciates the fact that coordination
requires that members of the organization
possess knowledge and understanding of the
system's objectives, how they are to be
accomplished, and how each individual and
school unit fits into the total pattern of
operation.
Directing is the process of getting
individuals to perform their jobs well,
willingly, and promptly. It is the function of
management which involves communicating
decisions and ideas to subordinates through
the issuance of oral and written instructions
and exercising authority and leadership to
insure that the instructions are followed. It
is issuing orders in such a manner that
subordinates will be motivated to carry them
out. The soundest decisions are worthless
unless they are clearly understood by those
who are to carry them out. Skillful handling
of personnel contributes immeasurably to
smooth and effective group effort and is the
key link in the management chain.
Controlling is the process of insuring that
actions are taken in accordance with
established plans, procedures, and policies. It
is the exercise of authority by the chief
administrator to insure the compliance of
subordinates with such plans, procedures,
and policies. In an undertaking, control is
verifying whether action occurs in

conformity with the plan adopted,
instructions issued ,and principles established.
The object is to, as quickly as possible,
detect and identify weaknesses and
directional errors. The underlying element of
control is feedback - a monitoring device to
keep management attuned to the current
status of operation. When things go wrong,
control is intended to correct the situation,
and as clearly as practicable to reduce to
whatever extent possible the loss of energy.
time and money.
The difference between a successful and
an unsuccessful operation is frequently a
matter of delicate balance. Controlling is
dependent on the processes of planning,
organizing, directing and coordinating. The
more efficient these processes, the easier it is
to control the operations.

I. Planning.
a. Analyze situation to determine what is
to be accomplished.
b. Determine time and resource
requirements and evaluate alternative
courses of action.
c. Develop policies and procedures within
which the plan is to be implemented.
d. Establish measurable goals, attainments
of which will accomplish plan.
e. Develop a plan that will best
implement courses of action selected.
2. Organizing.
3.
Determine functions required to
accomplish mission
b Grt)Up related functions.
c. Define and establish organizational
relationships.
d. Assign responsibilities and delegate
authority.
e. Select and assign personnel and other
resources
f. Insure control through an optimum
span of management~
3. Coordinating.
1. ·Assure
lateral and vertical
communication throughout the
organization.

be Establish standard procedures and
administrative instructions.
c. Harmonize programs and policies by
insuring balance among plans and actions.
d. Promote intelligent cooperation and
mutual understanding.
e. Promote acceptance of organizational
objectives and integrate action toward a
common goal_
4 Directing.
a_ Determine the extent of the direction
necessary.
b_ Select methods of communication
which will convey to the pertinent elements
of the organization the action desired,
c. Motivate individuals and elements to
assure the action desired.
d. Communicate the requirement.
e. Supervise execution of the
requirement.
5 · Controlling.
a" Establish a basis for measuring
performance.
b_ Collect necessary data.
c. Review and analyze data.
d. Determine need for action.
The complexity of a school system with
its seemingly infinite opportunities for
conflict poses a management challenge and
opportunity for the competent school
administrator. If he possesses management
skills coupled with a creative and systematic
approach to problem-solving he is well along
the road toward operation of a good school
system. Conversely, if he does not possess
these attributes his school system is likely to
be less than he desires_ An efficient schciol
system reflects effective management [f
management functions are proper!~
performed, planning will result in a sound
organization which is directed in a manne1
that will keep it operating harmoniously and
smoothly at a peak efficiency with minimum
need
for
correctiv1..'
action.
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AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE FOR ALL
AMERICAN EDUCATORS FROM ACPE
The following message was sent to the
Journal editor by Mr.
President, ACPE.

George Hackler,

For many years (since 1922) the
Association for Field Services in Teacher
Education has been interested in and
concerned with delivering in-service
education which was (is) not only
challenging, creative, and interesting, but
also responsive to educational needs. Every
year the AFSTE holds an annual conference
during the first weekend in May, Last year
the conference was May 4-6, 1975, at
Applachian State University, Boone, North
Carolina, the members of the Association
approved a new set of Rules of
Organization-Goals and Standards and
changed its name to Association for
Continuing Professional Education.
The Preface now carries the following
message which we would like to make
known to all who are interested in and
concerned with education at all levels.

''The Association for Continuing
Professional Education is a national
organization, The purpose of the
organization is to improve education at
all levels through lifelong learning among
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•

•

■

■
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professionals and other persons associated
with educational endeavors. The
Association was organized February,
1922, in Chicago. Any institution of
higher education with activities related to
those of the Association may apply for
institutional membership. Professional
membership shall be open to persons
whose major commitment includes the
continuing education of persons
concerned with education. While the core
of the membership has historically been
among colleges and universities involved
in teacher education, it is recognized that
many persons other than teachers in
schools and colleges contribute to
education, and that their contribution
can also be furthered by their lifelong
learning, To that end inquiries on
membership are invited."
The New Campus is the annually
published organ of the Association for
Continuing Professional Education. This
publication is included with the annual
institutional membership fee of $75.00.
Inquiries about the New Campus and/or
membership should be directed to the
Executive vice president.(John J. Dlabal, Jr.
Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois
60115,

WHITEHEAD'S ANALYSIS OF UNDERSTANDING
AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO HIS
PRESCRIPTIONS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

EUGENE JAMES MC GUIRE

In recent years philosophers have stressed

understanding helps elucidate his important

the analysis of concepts found in ordinary
language. This activity would meet with the
approval of Alfred North Whitehead who,
when referring to Hreason," states that "it is
the business of philosophers to discuss such
fundamental topics and to set them on the
stage illuminated by our modern ways of

prescriptions for higher education. First, I
examine his general writings, such as Science

and the Modern World, The Function of
Reason, Adventures of Ideas and Modes of
Thought.2 Second, with this examination in
mind I turn to his writings concerning
education.

of

In this first part I hope to shed light on

education have not, in my-.opinion, given

four contrasts that Whitehead believes are
central to understanding. These are the
contrasts between a craft and a profession,

thinking.Hl

However,

philosophers

sufficient attention to Whitehead's
discussion of concepts which, though
extending beyond education, are central to
education. One such concept is
''understanding.''

between working within patterns and
creating novel patterns, between abstract
and concrete understanding and finally the

In the following discussion I hope to
demonstrate that Whitehead's analysis of

contrast between practical and speculative
reason.
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UNDERSTANDING IN WHITEHEAD'S GENERAL WRITINGS
Crafts and Professions
Whitehead argues that reason's first
function is to enable man to survive3 As
civilization evolved, man's selections and
simplifications were codified in the form of
crafts which are inherited customs and
techniques directed toward the solution of
practical problems. Though crafts are
essential for the survival of the race, they
change slowly only through trial and error,
and more importantly they demand little in
the way of understanding. In this way the
present day technician, for example the
dental technician, is analogous to the ancient
and medieval craftsman. As he performs
certain steps or functions, the craftsman
knows what will occur as a result. However,
his expertise is limited and he knows little
about the broad field within which he works
or about the abstract theory that explains
his activities. He knows what will occur if he
takes certain steps, but he knows why it
occurs in only the most superficial way.
The simplifications and selections of the
professional are at a higher level of
abstraction. Ile not only works, but he also
grasps the theoretical abstractions that
explain his work. In Whitehead's words, "the
term Profession means an avocation whose
activities are subjected to theoretical
analysis, and are modified by theoretical
conclusions derived from that analysis."4
Unlike the craftsman the professional
understands general principles exemplified
·by particular cases in abstraction from these
cases. He knows what will occur and why it
will occur. Therefore, if there are
breakdowns in a system, he can explain and
rectify them. Furthermore, because of his
understanding of abstract general principles,
the professional has a wide knowledge of his
field and is capable of transferring his
knowledge in order to understand similar,
but not identical, experience.
Page 14

l Tsing Patterns and Creating Patterns
A professional is a man who is at home
with abstract patterns, that is the methods
and organizing concepts of a particular
branch of knowledge. Professionals or
specialists are of two types. One increases
man's power and understanding through the
use of accepted sets of abstractions while the
other imaginatively creates new patterns.5
To gather detail within assigned patterns
is to possess the transfer power of the
specialist. With the methods and concepts of
a discipline, one finds order in a mass of
disorganized data. Such a use of patterns is
essential if man is to survive in our modern
technological society. As an example
Whitehead cites the "abstract theory of
political economy" and how it clarifies
thought, it suggests observation, it explains
fact."6 Yet essential as such activity is, it is
not without its drawbacks.
In this same discussion Whitehead asserts
that economics "deals with men under an
abstraction; it limits its view to the
'economic man.' It also makes assumptions
as to markets and competition which neglect
many important factors_ We have here the
necessity of transcending a given
morphological scheme."7 Here we find
mention of two major limitations. First, the
specialist tends to behave as if the
perspective of hid discipline is the only
perspective. The economist equates man
with economic man and attempts to explain
events as if economic factors were the only
important determinants . We will examine
this limitation in more detail when reviewing
Whitehead's discussion of the abstract and
the concrete. More important for our
present discussion is the limitation inherent
in the professional's present assumption, in
this case the economist's view of markets
and competition.
The limitation concerning present

assumptions arises because professionals,
regardless of what they might say, behave as
if their present set or organizing patterns is
final. This blindness is not peculiar to any
particular group of men. "'The intelligence of
mankind has been halted by dogmatism as to
patterns of connexion. Religious thought,
aesthetic thought, the understanding of
social structures, the scientific analysis of
observation, have alike been dwarfed by this
fatal virus!'8
Thus there are the specialists who for the
most part utilize the present methods and
findings of their profession to advance
knowledge. This progress is slow, steady and
necessary. On the other hand, there are the
professionals whose major contributions are
the reformulations of some fundamental
assumptions in their specialty. These
quantum jumps in understanding these
revolutions are of course essential for
progress.
It might appear paradoxical, if not
contradictory, to argue that those using
present catagories and those attempting to
restructure such catagories both add to
knowledge. But this is paradoxical only if we
consider theories as either true or falseo This
is a view that Whitehead explicitly rejects.
He argues that raw experience is not a set of
discrete, clearly related elements. Rather
man, by a continuous process of selection
and simplification, orders the complex,
interrelated segments of experience. Part of
experience becomes relatively clear in our
minds, part becomes less so and the rest is
disregarded or overlooked. As a result in a
given period man's understanding illuminates
some aspects of experience to some
degree .9
The proper question to ask of a particular
organizing abstraction is not whether it is
true or false but how much of experience
does it illuminate or explain. In Whitehead's
words, "every
simplification is an
oversimplification. Thus the criticism of a
theory does not start from the question; true
or false? In consists of noting its scope of
useful application and its failure beyond that
scope. It is an unguarded statement of a
partial truth. 10
11

Abstract and Concrete Understanding
Whitehead distinguishes between two
kinds of understanding. One he refers to as
logical or abstract, the other as aesthetic or
concrete~l l
Although arguing that the professional's
expertise is essential in modern society
Whitehead finds that as specialized
knowledge increases, all too often
comprehensiveness shrinks" The specialist
understands more and more about his field,
but "the remainder of life is treated
superficially, with the imperfect categories
of thought derived from one profession." 12
The plea to the specialist that he attempt
to perceive his material in a broad context
explains Whitehead's distinction between
abstract or logical understanding on the one
hand and aesthetic or concrete on the other.
Modern specialists should and do have a
logical understanding of their subject. As
lawyers or economists or physiologists, they
grasp events in terms of certain qualities
possessed by those events. The same
specialists should, but as a rule do not, have
a concrete understanding of these events.
Chemists perceive the nutritional value of a
diet but not the psychological or economic
factors involved. Engineers know the
relevant building factors but fail to foresee
the aesthetic dislocation or ecological
imbalance brought about by their projects.
Industrialists grasp economic factors but
overlook working conditions which bore and
sometimes dehumanize their workers. Far
too often professional, both users of
patterns and creators of patterns, exhibit
this narrowness. In failing to consider the
objects of their activity from positions other
than their own, they lack a feel for the
concreteness of things. More than a
generation ago Whitehead warned that
society suffers from this narrowness and
today more-and-more people are agreeing
with him.

and Speculatiu
The final contrast which
we will note is that between practical and
speculative understanding, All thought

P.ractical

l!nderstaudjng
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carries with it an element of satisfaction or
pleasure. This pleasure is of three types.
When one thinks in order to survive, there is
pleasure not in the thinking but in the
survival which results. When life is less
perilous, men engage in thinking in order to
effect a more satisfactory level of life. Often
we gain pleasure from such thinking. Yet
this process remains practical because we
engage in it not for its own sake but for
extrinsic reasons. The third type of
reasoning is not done primarily to survive at
all but for the satisfaction derived from the
act of thinking itself. This thinking engaged
in for its own sake is speculative thought.
The pleasure found in thought motivated
by disinterested curiosity is a necessary,
though not sufficient, element in speculative
thought. Whiteheadian speculation must
comprehend, in so far as possible, the
totality of experience or some broad aspect
of it. In his words, "it is not concerned with
keeping alive. It seeks with disinterested
curiosity an understanding of the world."13
We can therefore distinguish practical
reason from speculative reason on a number
of counts. Practical reason may or may not
give pleasure, and it may or may not involve
a large area of experience. We engage in it
not because it may give pleasure but because
it is ordinarily the most effective way of
controlling the environment. On the other
hand, speculative reason always concerns a
broad area, if not all of experience as in the
case of metaphysics, always brings pleasure
and is always done not for extrinsic reasons
but for its own sake.

A Review of Understanding
As a philosopher Whitehead attempted to
harmonize and synthesize the limitless
variety of man's experience. He did this not
by refusing to recognize areas of behavior
but rather by examining language usage and
actual behavior. His analysis of the concept
of understanding exemplifies this approach.
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When referring to activities which men
consider examples of understanding,
Whitehead maps out four sets of contrasts.
First, he differentiates between the primarily
unconscious activity of the craftsman who
insures survival through the unexamined use
of techniques and traditions and the activity
of the professional who reflects on his
activities. Second, he identifies two types of
professionals, those who primarily
investigate and control experience by means
of the accepted methods and concepts of
their profession and those whose primary
contribution is the creation of new methods
and concepts. Third, he distinguishes
between abstract and concrete
understanding. As a rule professionals of
either type think abstractly. They lack the
total point of view which would come from
approaching their material from perspectives
other than their own profession _ Fourth, he
contrasts practical and
speculative
understanding. We engage in the former be
we craftsmen or professionals when we seek
understanding not for the pleasure it gives
but rather for some extrinsic end- When we
seek understanding of some broad aspect of
experience or the totality of experience
because of the pleasure we derive from the
activity of thinking itself, we engage in
speculative thought.
My review ofWhitehead"s general writings
reveals that there are differences of meaning
present when men engage in the activity
referred to as understanding. The activity is
a complex one because meaning differs
according to context and because a single
activity often exemplifies different levels of
understanding. Furthermore, in Whitehead's
analysis each type is necessary for man and
each type has limitations. On the basis of the
discussion thus far we can turn to
Whitehead's writings on education and
observe how he weaves his analysis of
understanding into his general prescriptions
for the college.

WHITEHEAD'S PRESCRIPTIONS
FOR THE COLLEGE
Whitehead wrote little on education~ His
output totals fewer than 200 pages and of
this much is repetitious. Appearing over a
period of 25 years for audiences of varying
backgrounds and interests, his writings on
education are not an attempt to present a
systematic philosophy of educatwn.14 Only
two articles, "Universities and Their
Function"l 5 and "Harvard: The Future,''16
deal solely with higher education. However,
when taken in conjunction with other
discussions of college and when illuminated
by his analysis of understanding, they
present a clear set of prescriptions. l will
discuss these prescriptions by examining the
writings on higher e<l ucation in
chronological order and by stressing four
concepts he advances in them, namely
specialization, generalization, imagination
and suggestiveness.

~a)ization
"Tha Aims of Education," written in
1916, contains Whitehead's earliest
comments on higher education, After
criticizing educators for transmitting
disconnected bits of information to passive
students, he calls upon the lower schools to
provide a broad liberal education and the
colleges to produce specialists. The
"specialist" possesses the "power" to
achieve a specific end and the "style" to
achieve it with a minimum of waste. While
praising the "essential virtues of the
amateur" such as his "immense versatility,"
Whitehead insists that the growth in
knowledge during the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries requires specialists.
Throughout the remainder of his life, he
deepens his analysis of specialization while
clinging to his original assertion that colleges

ought not to add on bits of information Of
teach mere survey courses in a gr.::at number
of areas but rather must help one develop
expertise in a specific area .17

Generalization
Shortly before coming to America in
1924, Whitehead wrote two essays which
touched on the role of the college. In both
he argued that subject matter and student
activity should differ at the elementary, high
school and college level. He called for an
emphasis on enthusiasm and interest in early
education or the stage of romance, an
emphasis on the mastery of the important
formulae and concepts of various disciplines
at the secondary level or stage or precision
and finally the student's combining of
enthusiasm with disciplined knowledge at
the college level or stage or generalization.18
In his analysis of the stage of
generalization, Whitehead criticizes the
contemporary college and develops more
fully the notion of specialization found in
his earlier essay. Generalization does not
refer to the education in which professors
serve up broad and inspiring generalities.
Rather "the essence of this stage is the
emergence from the comparative passivity of
being trained into the active freedom of
application."19 Furthermore, this
application is not that of the craftsman who
only uses concepts but that of the
professional who understands what he
uses.20
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Imagination
"Universities and Their Function"
published in 1928 is one of Whitehead's two
articles devoted solely to higher education.
In it• he introduces the notion of
"imagination" which is both a development
of generalization and a call for concreteness.
Imagination, a term including its cognates
that he uses close to forty times in this
essay, should pervade higher education.
Universities do not exist merely to convey
knowledge or to house researchers.
Whitehead reminds us that since the
invention of the printing press both could be
done without the construction of expensive
universities. To his mind universities exist to
nurture imaginative students and faculty.
Therefore, those whose members do not
behave imaginatively have failed.
In the context of this article, imagination
does not mean a flight into a world of
fantasy. Rather it refers to a knowledge of
facts, principles and the use of principles. It
demands a thorough grounding in the
findings of a given discipline because
understanding rests on a knowledge of what
others have learned about the world.
Second, imagination requires principles or
abstract ordered knowledge. Principles are
abstract in that they are understood
independently of the particular facts which
exemplify them. They are ordered in that
they explain the connections between facts
which to common sense appear unrelated,
Finally, imaginative activity is the use of
principles and facts in a special way. Guided
by an understanding of fact and principle,
imaginative thinkers hazard the construction
of novel worlds compatible with their
understanding. Controlled by fact and
principle, this adventure may or may not
ultimately lead to a deeper understanding.
However, this risk is the only alternative to
intellectual and social stagnation.
Imagination is a reaffirmation of

Whitehead's earlier pleas for specialization
and generalization. The college is the
training ground for the professional.
Furthermore, his transfer power is
emphasized to an even greater extent. He
does not merely solve problems. With his
understanding the imaginative thinker gives
us '"an intellectual vision of a new world."
He is in short a creative thinker.
Imagination contains another component,
one that takes us beyond generalization.
This second component which is
concreteness is a result of an '"aesthetic
education."
While hailing specialization as an
outgrowth of modern science, Whitehead
laments the narrowness of vision that often
accompanies it. We make sense of the
complex flux of experience by organizing it
from a particular perspective. Then we ought
to increase the breadth of our perspective in
order to avoid the Fallacy of Misplaced
Concreteness which is the equating of a
perspective with the totality of
experience.21 We do so by mastering a
discipline while viewing its data in their
concrete surrounding. Such mastery results
from an "aesthetic education" aimed at
"eliciting our concrete apprehensions" or
"an appreciation of the infinite variety of
vivid values achieved by an organism in its
proper environmenL"22
"Universities and Their Function" repeats
and develops this point about aesthetic
education in the context of imaginative
thinking when discussing the education of
businessmen. As a result of their education
they will avoid narrowness through an
attainment of a concrete view of their field.
More specifically, the proper schooling of a
businessman contains three components.
First is the specialization in an academic
discipline. Second, is the exemplification of
the principles of a discipline in specific cases.
In Whitehead's words, "It requires an

imaginative understanding of laws of
political economy, not merely in the
abstract, but also with the power to construe
them in terms of the particular
circumstances of a concrete business."
Third, the understanding of a concrete
business requires not only the mastery of a
specific discipline, such as economics, but
also the imaginative grasp of a number of
related disciplines, for example demography,
human geography, sociology, industrial
psychology as well as the interaction of
these disciplines with one another. Like all
professionals, the businessman can not
master a number of disciplines, but he must
possess an understanding sufficient to
illuminate his data and their relations with
the rest of the concrete environment.. This
allows rum to serve ltis all important
function of producing and distributing goods
wrule avoiding the dehumanization of rus
workers, ecological destruction, aesthetic
offenses and the other problems caused by
the narrow vision of too many modern
businessmen.23"
To summarize, Whitehead's compact
analysis of imagination offers a set of
prescriptions which both develop and go
beyond discussions of the college in ltis
earlier writings. Colleges should educate
specialists. "Specialists, wruch include
businessmen as well as members of the
traditional disciplines and professions,
exhibit understanding and transfer powec
Finally, specialists should come to perceive
the world in its concreteness.

SJweestiveoess
In 1936 Wrutehead wrote "Harvard: The
Future," his last article on education .. In it
he asserts that we ought to examine the
nature of knowledge before discussing the
purpose of the university. Since the time of
Plato, men have believed that there is certain
knowledge and probable knowledge. The

primary purpose of the school is to transmit
the former. Whitehead rejects this separation
and holds that the important distinction is
between things known clearly and trungs
known but vaguely. Schools should transmit
what is known clearly. Equally significant,
the schools should develop an understanding
of the nature of knowledge and its growth.
Both his epistemological position and his
prescriptions for higher education are a
consequent of Whitehead's reflections on
experience. He rejects the view that the field
of experience consists of neat, orderly
elements clearly distinguished from one
another. Rather he believes that raw
experience is a complex flux of feelings and
sensations. In a metaphor wruch Wltitehead
uses often he says that conceptual systems
shed light on experience enabling us to
understand it with varying degrees of
completeness. Thus at any given time some
portions are clear and distinct, others less so,
while large portions receive little if any
conscious attention. 24 Over time our
under s landing changes. Furthermore,
because he believes it is best thought of in
terms of relative clarity, Whitehead argues
that the truth or falsity of a conceptual
system is not its most significant
characteristic. Because the most significant
question we can raise about a system is its
range of application, we should ask under
what circumstances is it useful, which
situation does it help us understand, or at
what times is it relevant. Viewing the pattern
in the light of its range of application, we
prepare ourselves to accept and bring about
improved patterns, that is those which have
wider and deeper application to experience,
These epistemological and ontological
views relate directly to the discussion of
rugher education found in "Harvard: The
Future." Contrary to their claims, teachers
often behave as if the present state of
knowledge is final as they did in Whitehead's
own college days in regard to mathematics
and science. 25 What higher education needs
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is orthodoxy combined with suggestiveness.
Whitehead writes that "orthod6xy" or
'"the tradition of learningsn is the "'vague,
imperfect rightness of our formularized
knowledge at any moment" and that it is
"the solid ground upon which the university
must be founded." This orthodoxy is the
group of disciplines that colleges transmit at
present. Although Whitehead accepts the
view that the fundamental principles of the
disciplines are changing, he does not tum his
back on the disciplines themselves. The
college must rid itself of fixed dogma and
restructure the disciplines. Such
restructuring follows from suggestiveness. 26
Suggestiveness is a necessary condition
for the creation of novel patterns. It is the
atmosphere in which and the attitude with
which creative intellectual activity takes
place. When it is present there is a stretching
of accepted dogma with the intention of
finding a novel synthesis. In his prescription
for the college, Whitehead describes this
activity. "Knowledge should never be
familiar. It should always be contemplated
either under the aspect of novel application,
or under the aspect of scepticism as to the
extent of its application, or under the aspect
of development of its consequences, or
under the aspect of eliciting the fundamental
meaning, which it presupposes." 27
Furthermore, the result of this activity is the
restructuring of knowledge or the creation
of novel patterns. Again in Whitehead's
words, "It is concerned with the recasting of
the fundamental notions on which the
structure is built. The suggestion does not
primarily concern a new conclusion.
Fundamental progress has to do with the
reinterpretation of basic ideas." 28
A free vigorous academic community can
bring about this recasting. The community
would receive its impetus from two sources.
In one, the activity of the scholarly mind or
"the suggestiveness of learning," the intellect
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plays with the accepted theories of the time.
The second, "suggestiveness derived from
brute fact,'' is found in areas such as law,
education, medicine, art and business.
Professionals or those in the ''vocational
practices" constantly wrestle with unique
particulars which never perfectly fit their
theoretical classifications thus presenting
potential conflicts for the ready mind. We
should note that Whitehead does not wish
the university to serve as a tool of the
professions, training technicians who merely
carry out the present policies of education
or business. Rather the material of the
professions should serve to jar the minds of
those at the university with the result that
the fundamental theories which underlie all
knowledge are recast.
Most importantly, this adventure is not
for the faculty alone because Whitehead
does not separate faculty and student body.
He envisions "faculty and students, engaged
in learning, elaborating, criticizing, and
appreciating the varied structure of existing
knowledge." This description contained in
his final article on education indicates how
highly he considers the potential of the
college student. He considers him a true
participant and not a passive spectator in the
difficult intellectual activity of creating
novel patterns.

THE HARMONY BETWEEN THE GENERAL WRITINGS
ANO THE COLLEGE PRESCRIPTIONS

Whitehead's discussions of understanding

in his educational writings and in his general
writings are similar. Taken together they
illuminate and clarify one another by
describing a multifaceted activity which he

believes colleges should help young adults to
develop. Both deny that the craftsman
exhibits understanding. The discussions of
specialization and gcnerali1,atio11
immediately bring to mind the professional
who through the use of patterns
demonstrates transfer power. The discussion

of imagination reminds us that the
profession;.il should undcrstan<l that his
abstract discipline is only a perspective on a
concrete world. Finally, the discussion of
suggestiveness calls upon the college lo

nurture the growth of fundamental
creativity in its students.
Although similar, tlie two sets of writings
are not identical. Whereas the articles
concerning tile college always relate 1hc act
of unJerslanding to the process of schooling.
the discussions in the general works, with
the exccpliou of that in the final chapter of
Science and the Modern World. do not. The
discussions contained in the 1•.eneral works
arc of grealer depth. Because thnse in the
college articles Jo compress 11111d1 thought
into a hrief space. clements essential lo
understanding Jo not ,ilways rccl'ivc the
emphasis they deserve. The importance of
disinterested curiosity for creativity is an
example. In the Function of Reason
Whitehead differentiates between the types
of thought motivating speculative and
practical reason. Briefly, we engage in
practical reason because or its effect on the
environment. On the other hand, we engage
in speculative thought hecausc of the

pleasure yielded by such thought. The last
half of this work dcscrihcs how the creation

of novel patterns in the disciplines and
cosmology is an example of speculative
thought. In an early arlicle on education.
making the same point, Whitehead observes
that the advance of modern science results
from ""pleasurable intellectual curiosity" and
not from "necessity." ~9 This essential
factor in creative thought, while certainly
not denied in "Harvard: The Future," lacks
the emphasis it needs However, the fact
remains that the two sets of writings arc
essentially similar and that their differences
a re those ol
emphasis rather tlwn
con1radidions between their analyses t)f
understanding
I have attempted to demonstrate that
Whitehead's general writings supplement and
c 1ucidatc his prescript ions for higher
education and that taken tngcther hoth
present educators with important
suggestions. His analysis of u11t.krstanding
and its functions rest on cpistcrnologkal and
sociological considerations. In turn his
proposals for the college arc consistent with
this analysis. Thus his prescriptions for the
college partake of a twofold harrnnny. They
form an organic part of both his general
prescriptions for sd1ooli11g and nf his
analysis of understanding As a result
Whitehead offers us 1101 a series of umebtcd
random remarks but a set uf rooted.
integrated principles.
In dosing I would add that thcsL'
principles arc not mere historical curiosities.
They are especially valid today because free.
self-disciplined students working in tandC'm
with a free faculty arc absolutely essential in
uur rapidly changing society.
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